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Super Tough and Spontaneous Water-Assisted Autonomous
Self-Healing Elastomer for Underwater Wearable Electronics
Cyuan-Lun He, Fang-Cheng Liang,* Loganathan Veeramuthu, Chia-Jung Cho,
Jean-Sebastien Benas, Yung-Ru Tzeng, Yen-Lin Tseng, Wei-Cheng Chen, Alina Rwei,
and Chi-Ching Kuo*

Self-healing soft electronic material composition is crucial to sustain the
device long-term durability. The fabrication of self-healing soft electronics
exposed to high moisture environment is a signiﬁcant challenge that has yet
to be fully achieved. This paper presents the novel concept of a water-assisted
room-temperature autonomous self-healing mechanism based on
synergistically dynamic covalent Schiﬀ-based imine bonds with hydrogen
bonds. The supramolecular water-assisted self-healing polymer (WASHP)
ﬁlms possess rapid self-healing kinetic behavior and high stretchability due to
a reversible dissociation–association process. In comparison with the pristine
room-temperature self-healing polymer, the WASHP demonstrates favorable
mechanical performance at room temperature and a short self-healing time of
1 h; furthermore, it achieves a tensile strain of 9050%, self-healing eﬃciency
of 95%, and toughness of 144.2 MJ m−3 . As a proof of concept, a versatile
WASHP-based light-emitting touch-responsive device (WASHP-LETD) and
perovskite quantum dot (PeQD)-based white LED backlight are designed. The
WASHP-LETD has favorable mechanical deformation performance under
pressure, bending, and strain, whereas the WASHP-PeQDs exhibit
outstanding long-term stability even over a period exceeding one year in a
boiling water environment. This paper provides a mechanically robust
approach for producing eco-friendly, economical, and waterproof e-skin device
components.
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1. Introduction

Wearable electronic devices based on skinmimetic properties and behaviors have
triggered the widespread development
of electronic skins (e-skins).[1–3] Inspired
by the self-healing core mechanism of
biological tissues, which enable the healing and renovation of damaged tissues,
self-healing polymers (SHPs) have been
developed to increase the sustainability
of e-skins, reduce their maintenance cost,
and explore innovative applications such
as ﬂexible electronics, soft robotics, and
nanogenerators.[4–7] Studies have demonstrated that skin-mimetic self-healing
behavior in the fabrication of wearable
electronic devices can be achieved through
noncovalent bonding—such as hydrogen
bonding, metal–ligand interaction, and
host–guest interaction—and through covalent bonding through various mechanisms,
including Diels–Alder reactions, urea
chemistry, oleﬁn metathesis, disulﬁdes,
boronic esters, and acylhydrazones.[8–11]
Most SHPs are healed through exposure
to external stimuli such as light,[12,13]
heat,[14,15] and pressure.[16] However, the
majority of these self-healing systems are unstable and sensitive
under humid environmental conditions, which limits their longterm stability in soft electronics. By contrast, water-induced selfhealing is a promising healing process that occurs at room temperature and is environmentally friendly, economical, and takes
environmental protection and human health into consideration.
Therefore, the development of a novel eco-friendly material with
waterproof, outstanding long-term stability, rapid self-healing efﬁciency and that can be integrated into wearable electronics remains a considerable challenge.
Water-based SHPs have been extensively investigated in
terms of the facilitation of mechanical damage repair through
hydrogen bond interaction dynamics,[17–22] boronic–ester
bonds,[17,23] metal–ligand coordination,[24,25] and Schiﬀ-based
imine bonds.[26–28] Bao’s group[29] reported that when siloxane oligomers were used to construct a multiphase assembly
through hydrogen bonding, the product exhibited high mechanical strength and self-healing eﬃciency, but swelling remained a
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major concern because of the water molecules. Wang’s group[21]
demonstrated that a new ﬂuorinated SHP could withstand
exposure to water solutions with various pH values through
the external force of dipole–dipole interaction in C–F bonds.
However, the self-healing eﬃciency reached only 20% within 3 h;
to achieve 82%, a much longer healing time—up to 1 d—was
required at 50 °C. More recently, Haick’s group[30] presented a
novel thermoplastic elastomer with water insensitivity that can
be used under various harsh underwater conditions. However,
the maximum stretchability of the elastomer was only 1100%,
and the maximum self-healing eﬃciency was only 80% after
24 h, greatly restricting their practical applications. Overall,
with hydrophilic polymers, the probabilities of the reformation
of dynamic bonds and successful self-healing at cracked interfaces through H-bonding are higher than the corresponding
probabilities for hydrophobic polymers; however, hydrophilic
polymers are limited by their high water sensitivity, which leads
to considerable material deformation that eventually destroys
the network upon swelling. By contrast, hydrophobic polymers,
through their high control over van der Waals (vdW) interactions,
do not swell substantially upon exposure to water, protecting
them from irreversible mechanical degradation and limiting
the water healing to peripheral moieties. For example, Urban’s
group[31,32] reported that a hydrophobic polymer integrated
into a supramolecular network was associated with end-to-end
distances and cohesive energy densities. Molecular dynamics
simulations were performed, enabling the ﬁne control of the
vdW interaction between a water molecule and hydrophobic
polymer. The investigated material thus overcomes the waterassisted self-healing limitation and achieves high self-healing
eﬃciency under ambient conditions. Despite advances in waterbased SHPs, several shortcomings remain,[21,30–32] including a
slow self-healing process and poor mechanical performance over
repeated cutting–healing cycles. Therefore, developing an intrinsically stretchable self-healing polymer that is waterproof, has
ultrafast self-healing eﬃciency, and that has superior toughness
alongside long-term underwater stability is essential.
Herein, we combined dynamic covalent imine bonds with
crosslinked H-bonds to design a highly stretchable and universally autonomous supramolecular polymeric self-healing
network. Our mechanism exploits a soft triformaldedhyde
benzene (TFB) unit to conduct a weak, covalent, reversible
Schiﬀ-base reaction involving imine metathesis to enable eﬃcient strain energy diﬀusion along cracks. Furthermore, it uses
a hard methylene diphenyl diisocyanate (MDI) unit to create
a crosslinked network through urea-based strong intermolecular H-bonds to maintain elastomer robustness and elasticity
stability. The polymeric network is stabilized by polydimethyl
siloxane (PDMS) to achieve a balance between hydrophobicity
and hydrophilicity, thereby preventing external degradation. As
expected, water alters the self-healing kinetics of the network,
including energy dissipation and the chain rearrangements between hydrogen bonds and Schiﬀ-base imine bonds, facilitating
the reversible dissociation–association between the hydrophobic cross-links. At room temperature, our water-assisted SHP
(WASHP) recovered its initial shape with 95% healing eﬃciency
within 1 h of sustaining mechanical damage. Moreover, it exhibited superior stretchability (9050%) and toughness (144.2 MJ
m−3 ), 2.13 and 5.38 times higher than those exhibited by the
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pristine room-temperature SHP (4250% and 26.8 MJ m−3 ,
respectively). These favorable characteristics enable the integration of our WASHP into light-emitting touch-responsive devices
(LETDs) capable of withstanding deformation under mechanical
force (pressure, bending, and strain). Furthermore, we combined
the WASHP with perovskite quantum dots (PeQDs) to fabricate
a highly stable and sustainable white LED backlight device.
Thus, our novel WASHP—which is eco-friendly, economical,
waterproof, and resilient—overcomes the current shortcomings
and has high potential for integration into next-generation
wearable electronic devices and ﬂexible displays.

2. Results and Discussion
We ﬁrst synthesized a series of polymers through a simple onepot two-step approach involving bis(3-aminopropyl)-terminated
PDMS (H2 N-PDMS-NH2 ) and MDI. Next, the terminated NH2
groups of PDMS intermediate moieties were further allowed
to react with the three aldehyde groups of TFB to form covalent reversible imine groups on the linear PDMS chains, forming the ﬁnal product, PDMS-MDIx -TFB1−x (Figure 1a). PDMS
is known to be nontoxic and biocompatible and is usually employed as a soft segment due to the loose chain packing of the
polymeric backbone. Moreover, its lesser crystalline region contributes to chain ﬂexibility and facilitates chain motion. PDMS
is therefore an ideal core material for incorporation in e-skin devices and components. MDI was selected as the hard segment
due to its bulky structure and high 𝜋–𝜋 stacking density between
aromatic rings, which results in strong intermolecular interaction and facilitates self-healing in a dynamic environment. An
MDI unit with a strong H-bond can prevent notch formation and
propagation within the network. The contribution of PDMS to
self-healing ability is strengthened by the TFB soft phase moieties. Reversible covalent imine bond formation occurs through
the Schiﬀ base reaction because TFB acts as a chain extender
for PDMS. Moreover, zwitterionic intermediates with negatively
charged imine nitrogen atoms are eﬃciently stabilized by the
electron-accepting aromatic ring of TFB.[33] Two relevant points
are presented as follows. First, TFB-based imine bonds are stable and weak and exhibit reversible behavior in a soft environment; therefore, they can act as sacriﬁcial bonds and enables high
energy dissipation in cracked areas and ensures high reversibility. Second, transamination exchange reactions between H2 NPDMS-NH2 primary amines and sterically unhindered imines in
organic solvents enable fast healing of cleaved imine. Therefore,
stronger hydrogen bonds and reversible weaker imine bonds
constitute the principle underlying the PDMS-MDIx -TFB1−x dynamic bond network. During mechanical deformation, the synergetic eﬀect of the hybrid network simultaneously enables favorable self-healing and strong mechanical resistance (Figure 1b).
Satisfactory self-healing restructuring is achieved through high
energy dissipation through weak reversible imine bonds dissociation, providing the structure with high toughness.
The as-synthesized molecular structures were conﬁrmed
using nuclear magnetic resonance (1 H NMR) and Fouriertransform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), with 1 H NMR suggesting the presence of protons from both the MDI urea group
and TFB imine bonds, as indicated by characteristic responses
at 8.22 and 7.33 ppm, respectively. Additional peaks at 0.1 and
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Figure 1. Molecular architecture of PDMS-MDIx -TFB1−x elastomer with eco-friendly, high toughness, stretchability, and autonomous self-healing property. a) Synthetic route to prepare PDMS-MDIx -TFB1−x self-healing elastomer. b) Schematic illustration of ideal structure of PDMS-MDIx -TFB1−x based
on the synergistic eﬀect of reversible weaker imine bonds and stronger hydrogen bonds. c) 1 H NMR spectrum of PDMS-MDI0.4 -TFB0.6 elastomer. d) In
situ ATR-FTIR spectra of PDMS-MDI0.4 -TFB0.6 upon heating from 30 to 170 °C. 1660–1620 cm−1 (left), 1600–1520 cm−1 (right).

3.5 ppm were attributed to the methyl group in siloxane and
the terminal propyl groups of the PDMS backbone, respectively
(Figure 1c). PDMS-MDI and PDMS-TFB elastomer molecular
structures were identiﬁed from their respective NMR spectra
(Figures S1 and S2, Supporting Information). The FTIR analysis
revealed certain structures, as indicated by vibration in the
C═O (1640 cm−1 ) and C═N (1650 cm−1 ) stretching regions
(Figure S3, Supporting Information), conﬁrming the presence
of the dynamic urea-based hydrogen bonds and TFB-based
reversible covalent imine bond in PDMS-MDIx -TFB1−x . In addition, real-time temperature-dependent FTIR spectra were used
to monitor hydrogen bond variation in PDMS-MDIx -TFB1−x as
it was heated from 30 to 170 °C (Figure 1d) to provide insight
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into the behavior of the urea hydrogen bonds. The 1565 and
1550 cm−1 bands were ascribed to the N–H bending of hydrogen
bonds and free N–H groups, indicating that the hydrogen bond
transited slowly from N–H groups in the backbone to free
N–H groups. The peak at 1653 cm−1 was assigned to the C═O
stretching of free C═O groups, whereas the peak at 1638 cm−1
was attributed to stretching of the ordered hydrogen-bonded
C═O groups. Notably, the major region of C═O group stretching
gradually decreased in intensity, disappearing at 1638 cm−1 and
then reappearing at 1653 cm−1 with an increase in temperature,
in accordance with results from a relevant study.[34] This ﬁnding
revealed that free hydrogen-bonded C═O groups were generated
from ordered C═O groups upon heating, thus demonstrating
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that the urea hydrogen bond balance could be steadily destroyed
and reconstructed.
Figure 2 illustrates that the PDMS-MDIx -TFB1−x ﬁlm had
favorable stretchability and mechanical strength. The PDMSMDI0.2 -TFB0.8 ﬁlm was regarded as a candidate material with a
reasonable ratio for a stretching test; the ﬁlm could be stretched
to almost 42 times its original length at a loading rate of 20 mm
min−1 without notch formation. To determine the origin of
the outstanding mechanical properties of PDMS-MDIx -TFB1−x ,
PDMS-MDI with crosslinked hydrogen bonds, and PDMS-TFB
with crosslinked imine bonds were synthesized. As shown in
Figure 2b and Table S1 (Supporting Information), the Young’s
modulus of the PDMS-MDI ﬁlm was 0.86 MPa with a 600%
strain breaking point; by contrast, the PDMS-MDI0.4 -TFB0.6 ﬁlm
had a lower Young’s modulus (0.18 MPa) and a higher strain
breaking point (4250%) and but superior toughness (26.8 MJ
m−3 ). These observations were consistent with the reduction in
the Young’s modulus observed upon the further insertion of
TFB moieties (Table S1, Supporting Information). We assume
that the mechanism underlying the synergistically enhanced mechanical strength involves simultaneous noncovalent and covalent bonding interactions, indicating that the mechanical properties of PDMS-MDIx -TFB1−x depend on the MDI and TFB unit
ratio due to the distinctive crosslinking strength of MDI-MDI and
TFB-TFB systems. Notably, our PDMS-MDI0.4 -TFB0.6 ﬁlm could
be stretched by 4250% (Figure 2b,c) and could achieve notchinsensitive stretching (≈1–2 mm) under up to 2300% strain (Figure 2c,d); the notch was blunted without tearing when the optimal TFB/MDI unit ratio was used. This observation indicates
that the concomitance of strong H-bonds prevented notch propagation within the PDMS-MDI ﬁlm, with weak covalent imine
bonds in PDMS-TFB simultaneously breaking and dissipating
the strain energy, safeguarding the structural integrity during the
stretching of the cracked sample.
Furthermore, thermogravimetric analysis (Figure S4, Supporting Information) conﬁrmed that the crosslinking density
enhancement correlated with an increase in the TFB unit ratio,
resulting in high supramolecular crosslinking eﬃciency. This
demonstrates that our dynamic imine bond collection was
triggered by PDMS-TFB moieties, which caused the thermal
stability threshold to expand toward the higher temperature
domain. Because of its unique characteristics, our SHP could be
stretched to up to 1.38 times its original length and self-healed
within only 2 h. As expected, the scar resulting from SHP tearing
disappeared completely, and the polymer had higher recovered
fracture stain (4200%) and high self-healing eﬃciency (90%)
over 4 h at room temperature (Figure 2e). These phenomena can
be attributed to the synergistic interaction of multiple dynamic
bonds in the supramolecular polymer network, including essential covalent imine bonds. The abundant dynamic hydrogen
bonds and reversible imine bonds within the elastomer and the
low Tg (≈−120 °C) of the PDMS backbone explain the favorable
self-healing eﬃciency. As shown in Figure S5 (Supporting
Information), the SHP had the lowest Tg , resulting in high
mobility and facilitating the dynamic nature of the bonding
healing. The ﬁndings also indicated that the Tg of the polymer
was considerably lower than room temperature. One report indicated that large domain aggregations are favored by MDI with
a rigid molecular structure (𝜋-aggregation) and by cooperative
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H-bonds.[29] Our TFB unit fulﬁlled two essential roles in the system, enabling energy dissipation during stretching and keeping
the Tg low by preventing the excessive aggregation of MDI units.
Notably, PDMS-MDI0.4 -TFB0.6 adequately diﬀused away the
strain energy, as indicated by mechanical hysteresis behavior in
terms of both the recovery ratio and residual strain (Figure 2g,h).
The area between the loading and unloading curves of the fresh
SHP represents the energy dissipated per unit volume through
reversible imine bond breakage. Notable hysteresis and a distinct
yield point were observed in the low strain region (<40%) in
the ﬁrst loading–unloading cycle in the cutting–healing process;
this behavior was ascribed to the reversible imine bond within
the polymer network, which served as sacriﬁcial bonds that
then eﬀectively dissipated the energy. After 100 consecutive
cycles, PDMS-MDI0.4 -TFB0.6 , with a lower residual strain level
(≈10%), had an excellent recovery ratio of up to 80%, and
the room-temperature-healed SHP exhibited almost the same
performance (≈2% deviation) after 100 stretching–relaxation
cycles (Figure 2h). This result indicates that the mechanical reversibility is attributable to the relaxation of the polymer network
through the weak reversible imine bond formation, followed
by the establishment of strong hydrogen bonds. Overall, our
unique PDMS-MDI0.4 -TFB0.6 ﬁlm had higher optical transmittance (83%), a short self-healing time at room temperature (4 h)
resulting in superior self-healing eﬃciency (90%), and higher
toughness (26.8 MJ m−3 ) than the other PDMS-MDIx -TFB1−x
polymers (Figure S6 and Table S1, Supporting Information). Its
outstanding optical and mechanically reinforced properties can
be leveraged in the fabrication of wearable electronic devices.
Notably, our water-assisted mechanism provides the PDMSMDI-TFB elastomers with both high room-temperature selfhealing eﬃciency and stretchability; they can withstand harsh
conditions underwater (25 °C), in saline solution (30% NaCl solution at −10 °C), and in a strongly acidic or alkaline environment (pH = 2 or 12), as well as freezing temperatures (−20 °C).
Our WASHP exhibited excellent stretchability (up to 9050%; Figure 3e). Moreover, the artiﬁcial scratch had completely disappeared and the fracture stain recovered quickly to the original
state over 2 h of submersion in water (25 °C), as shown in the inset of the optical microscope image presented in Figure 3f (Movie
S1, Supporting Information). Compared with the pristine roomtemperature SHP, our WASHP had a considerably shorter selfhealing time (1 vs 4 h) and exhibited superior performance, by
2.13, 1.06, and 5.38 times, respectively, in tensile strain (9050% vs
4250%), self-healing eﬃciency (95% vs 90%), and toughness
(144.2 vs 26.8 MJ m−3 ; Figure 3e,f and Table S1, Supporting Information). Furthermore, our WASHP enables to maintain its high
stretchability even at faster stretching rate up to 70 mm min−1
as shown in Figure S7 (Supporting Information). Moreover, our
WASHP retained its self-healing eﬃciency (14.1 MJ m−3 , 53%
after 8 h) even at −20 °C. This was ascribed to its viscous and
ﬂuid-like properties and its low Tg (≤120 °C), which prevented it
from freezing and promoted its self-healing performance, due to
the suﬃcient re-entanglement of polymer chains at the damaged
surface at even ultralow temperatures. Our WASHP also retained
its self-healing eﬃciency even in strongly acidic and alkaline solutions (pH 2 and 12; 20 MJ m−3 , 75% and 16.1 MJ m−3 , 60%
after 8 h) and in 30% NaCl solution at −10 °C (16.3 MJ m−3 , 61%
after 8 h; Figure 3g and Figure S8a,b, Supporting Information).
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Figure 2. Mechanical and self-healing properties of PDMS-MDIx -TFB1−x elastomer ﬁlm. a) Photographs of PDMS-MDI0.2 -TFB0.8 ﬁlm before stretching
(left) and stretch to a strain of 5300% (right). b) Stress–strain curves of PDMS-MDIx -TFB1−x elastomer with diﬀerent ratios with a sample width of
10 mm, a thickness of 0.5 mm, and a length of 30 mm at a loading rate of 20 mm min−1 . c) A notched-insensitive alongside highly stretchable elastomer
of PDMS-MDI0.4 -TFB0.6 before stretching (left) and after 2300% stretching (right). The inset ﬁgure is the schematic diagram of notch location (0.5 mm
in length). d) Stress–strain of the unnotched and notched PDMS-MDI0.4 -TFB0.6 elastomer with a length of 30 mm at a loading rate of 20 mm min−1 .
e,f) Stress–strain curves of the PDMS-MDI0.4 -TFB0.6 ﬁlm healed for diﬀerent time at room temperature (rt), showing that stretching ability increased
is associated with the extended healing time. The optical microscope image (8 × 5 mm) (left) of PDMS-MDI0.4 -TFB0.6 before damaged and after selfhealing 4 h at rt. g) Stress–-strain curve of PDMS-MDI0.4 -TFB0.6 ﬁlm in cyclic stress–strain tests (40% strain). h) Recovery ratio and residual strain of
PDMS-MDI0.4 -TFB0.6 ﬁlm before and after healed in cyclic stress–strain tests.
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Figure 3. Schematic diagrams of water-assisted self-healing mechanism of PDMS-MDIx -TFB1−x elastomer ﬁlm. a) Illustration of reversible imine bonds
and dynamic hydrogen bonds dissociation–association with water molecules upon underwater healing process. b–d) Illustration of chain motion and
water-intake following crack propagation, the chain motion within the damaged area expend, and water is getting expulsed, thereby reforming the H-bond
and covalent imine bond upon self-healing ﬁlm. e) Photographs of PDMS-MDI0.4 -TFB0.6 ﬁlm before stretching (left) and stretch to a strain of 9050%
(right) after underwater healing process. f) Stress–strain curves of the PDMS-MDI0.4 -TFB0.6 ﬁlm with diﬀerent underwater healing time at rt, sample
width of 10 mm, a thickness of 0.5 mm, and a length of 30 mm at a loading rate of 20 mm min−1 (the inset displays optical microscope image (6 × 4 mm)
(left) before underwater and after underwater healing within 1 h at rt). g) Self-healing eﬃciency of PDMS-MDI0.4 -TFB0.6 ﬁlm in diﬀerent harsh condition.
h) Self-healing time and toughness performances comparison of our work with previously self-healing elastomers at room temperature. Water-assisted
PDMS-MDI0.4 -TFB0.6 simultaneously exhibited the highest toughness alongside rapid self-healing time.

Such excellent performance indicates the reliability and stability
of our WASHP in exhibiting favorable self-healing behavior in
various harsh environments without an external stimulus. This
prompted us to determine the precise mechanism of underwater self-healing. The supramolecular PDMS-MDI-TFB exhibited
hydrophobic characteristics and a highly dense, crosslinked network. In comparison with the room-temperature autonomous
self-healing mechanism (Figure S9, Supporting Information),
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we speculated that the double entropic penalty originating from
PDMS conformational entropy decrease and water-induced unfavorable vdW energetic interaction shifting would accelerate the
recovery of our self-healing polymer(Figure 3a).[31,32,35,36] First,
upon mechanical damage, the polymeric chains at the damaged
area undergo conformational entropic reduction caused by the
polymeric segments stretching and compression within a locally reduced volume. The H-bond array destruction provides the
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enthalpic penalty in the form of heat to generate the condition responsible for spontaneous self-healing (Figure 3b). Second, upon
submersion in water, the SHP sustains mechanical damage, leading to polymer chain dissociation and locally disrupted vdW interaction near the cracks due to PDMS hydrophobic nature. Localized water diﬀusion fast triggers an imine/amine exchange
reaction and generates partial hydrolysis between the water and
TFB unit due to water-sensitive covalent imine bond. Schiﬀ base
provides a high enthalpic contribution for the reconstruction of
the damaged chain at the crack area. Meanwhile, the polar–polar
aﬃnity between water and urea favors the formation of a new
H-bond array that not only competes with intramolecular urea–
urea H-bonding and vdW interactions but also forces the PDMS
to undergo a conformational change (Figure 3c).[31,32] Therefore,
the hydrophobic eﬀect known for unfavorable entropic contribution and moderate enthalpic gain becomes a signiﬁcant driving
force for the accelerated recovery of the SHP to an energetically
more favorable state. Third, upon the removal of the mechanical constraint, polymer chain mobility was enhanced in the damaged area, presumably due to the plasticization eﬀect. [32] The
enhanced interchain cohesive energies considerably weaken the
hydrophobic polymer–water interaction, ultimately causing the
expulsion of water from the system and the subsequent reestablishment of the synergistic self-healing and reversible polymer–
polymer interaction, thereby contributing to high self-healing efﬁciency (Figure 3d). Overall, water molecules inﬁltrate and diffuse within the polymeric network at the crack area, thereby
unfavorably disrupting the vdW forces and accelerating Schiﬀbase hydrolysis. As a result, the enthalpic penalty oﬀsets the entropic gain and energetically favors an accelerated self-healing
process. [31,32,35,36] To verify our assumption, we ﬁrst used a hydrogen/deuterium (H/D) exchange method to investigate the interaction between water molecules and both MDI and TFB units in
the polymer network upon damage under mechanical stress. Attenuated total reﬂection (ATR)-FTIR spectra were obtained (Figure S10, Supporting Information). Upon soaking in D2 O, the
peak corresponding to N–H bonding shifted from 3416 to 3428
cm−1 , leading to the formation of N–D bonds. The peak corresponding to the C═O bond in the MDI group shifted from 1640
to 1627 cm−1 , whereas the C═N region (1650 cm−1 ) corresponding to the TFB group slightly decreased and a new peak corresponding to free aldehyde groups appeared at 1708 cm−1 . This
indicated that D2 O not only assisted dissociation of the H-bond
array but also triggered the imine/amine exchange reaction of
imine bonds, reorganizing the original network into a new waterdriven dynamic H-bond and imine bond crosslinking system.
Our WASHP exhibited high toughness (144.2 MJ m−3 ) and a
short self-healing time (1 h at room temperature), performance
superior to that reported in recent studies on stretchable and
tough materials (Figure 3h).[4,29,37–48]
Considering this excellent performance, as a proof
of concept, we exploited the quality and versatility of
our SHP thin ﬁlm by fabricating a WASHP-based lightemitting touch-responsive device (WASHP-LETD) with the
following unique design architecture: WASHP/poly(3,4ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS)
with poly(ethylene glycol) (PEO) (PEDOT:PSS/PEO)/bio-derived
polyﬂuorene-block-poly(𝛿-decanolactone) (PF-b-PDL)/WASHP
with silver nanowire electrode (WASHP-AgNWs; Figure 4a).
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First, our previously synthesized bio-based PF-b-PDL was selected as the emissive layer because of its favorable mechanical
endurance and optoelectronic properties, including a photoluminescence quantum yield and external quantum eﬃciency
superior to that of commercial polyﬂuorene (PFO).[49] Second, by
using our previously optimized method,[50] the WASHP-AgNW
electrode was given low sheet resistance (≈22 Ω sq−1 ), high
transparency (≈77%), and low surface roughness (root mean
square value of 12.3 nm; Figure S11b, Supporting Information).
It had satisfactory electrical performance even under bending
(bending radius of 4 mm) and tensile strain (40%) over 500
cycles (Figure S12, Supporting Information). Figure 4a presents
the operational mechanism of our WASHP-LETD based on
our previous design.[49,51] On account of the PET spacer, the
additional gap between the top electrode and PF-b-PDL emissive
layer provided high control over the touch-responsive behavior
of the device with high sensitivity. When adequate pressure
was applied to the WASHP-AgNW electrode, the resulting deformation created a contact point between the WASHP-AgNW
electrode and the emissive layer that enabled electron and hole
injection under the applied voltage (Figure S13, Supporting
Information).[49,51] As shown in Figure 4b, the device exhibited
highly reproducible luminance performance after being switched
on and oﬀ for 515 cycles with repeated pressure. Furthermore,
the luminance–stretching cycle characteristics of the device were
retained after 70 stretching cycles even after repetitive stretching
at 30%, revealing the high stability of its stretchability (Figure 4c). Notably, upon three successive cutting–healing cycles
(Figure 4d), the luminescence versus voltage curve retained its
shape and the sheet resistance returned to its original value
when the WASHP-AgNW ﬁlm had recovered its original form.
This indicated that our WASHP-LETD not only retains its luminance performance but also exhibits outstanding sustainability.
The underlying principle of the AgNW percolated network
behavior under cutting was conﬁrmed using scanning electron
microscopy (Figure S14, Supporting Information). First, we
assumed an interplay between the ability of the SHP to control
the percolation of the AgNWs upon the cutting–healing process.
Second, AgNWs have high resilience to mechanical damage,
enabling the torn AgNW network to repair itself through the
reconnection of AgNWs over the cracks. In addition, irregular
mechanical constraints are challenging for touch-responsive
devices; our device withstood mechanical deformation considerably well, with the formation of numerous contact points upon
placement onto a wrench with an irregular surface, as indicated
by the bright light emission ﬁnding (Figure 4e). Moreover, an
on–oﬀ light switch could be realized in application to a ﬁnger
joint on the basis of the bending–relaxation cycles (Figure 4f). All
these results indicate that our ﬁnger-integrated touch-responsive
LED could withstand bending to turn on a bright light because
of the physical contact between the device and the joint. Overall,
the WASHP-LETD, with outstanding resilience to mechanical
deformation, has high potential for use in e-skins.
The inorganic cesium perovskite crystal structure has recently
emerged as a promising optoelectronic material due to its high
color retention, high luminous eﬃciency, and favorable emission quality properties and has excellent performance in LED
electronics.[52–56] However, its application is limited by a major
bottleneck concerning its optical stability and sustainability
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Figure 4. Schematic diagrams of WASHP-based LETDs. a) Schematic illustration of LETDs structure. b) Durability test of the devices under 12 V (before and after pressure was applied onto the surface of the WASHP-AgNW electrodes). c) Luminance–stretching cycle characteristics of the devices after
repetitive stretching cycles at strains of 30%. d) Luminance characteristic of WASHP-based LETDs during three consecutive autonomous self-healing cycles (the inset of photograph of WASHP-based LETDs operated at 12 V). e) Bendable and wrench LETDs (under 12 V). f) On–oﬀ light switch photograph
of LETDs attached on the ﬁnger (under 12 V).

against various environmental factors involving air, humidity,
water, and organic solvents.[52,57] To address those issues, surface
engineering, nanoﬁber blending, and polymer encapsulation
approaches have been explored to improve the stability and optical performance of the perovskite.[52,57,58] Inspired by advanced
encapsulation approaches, we present an original polymeric
encapsulation approach in which our SHP encapsulates cesium
lead halide perovskite quantum dots CsPbX3 (X = Cl, Br, or I), denoted PeQDs. Herein, we synthesized PeQDs using our previous
hot injection method prior to embedding them in the WASHP
composite. The UV absorption and photoluminescence (PL) of
CsPbX3 (X = Cl, Br, or I) was tuned by partially replacing the Br−
anion with Cl− or I− (Figure S15, Supporting Information). The
X-ray diﬀraction patterns of the anion hybrid PeQDs, including
CsPb(Cl0.5 Br0.5 )3 QDs, CsPbBr3 QDs, and CsPb(Br0.8 I 0.2 )3
QDs, coincide favorably with those of the cubic CsPbBr3 phase
(JCPDS No. 75-0412; Figure S16, Supporting Information). Our
WASHP-QD composite was found to have high long-term stability (Figure 5b; Figures S17 and S18, Supporting Information).
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The tolerance of the WASHP-QD composite to boiling water
was investigated by obtaining the PL spectra, and the PL of the
pristine CsPbBr3 QDs was quenched within 2 min (Figure S19,
Supporting Information), whereas that of the WASHP-QD
composite decreased by only 16% from its initial emissivity. This
indicates high long-term stability without substantial degradation, even in a boiling water environment over a one-year period
(Figure 5b). These outstanding features—long-term stability and
reliability—represent a considerable improvement in perovskite
stability over that reported in recent studies (Table S2, Supporting
Information). We further investigated the Pb2+ toxicity of pristine CsPbBr3 QDs and the WASHP-QD composite before and
after healing at room temperature (Figure 5c). The WASHP-QD
composite exhibited outstanding long-term stability and limited
Pb leakage (0.1 ppm) even after 3 d of immersion in boiling
water, superior to that of the pristine CsPbBr3 QDs ﬁlm. Moreover, the Pb leakage rate of WASHP-fresh (2.65 × 10−4 cm2 ) and
WASHP-healed (3.26 × 10−4 cm2 ) both exhibited much lower
than pristine CsPbBr3 QDs ﬁlm (21.8 cm2 ) as shown in Table S3
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Figure 5. Schematic diagrams of WASHP-based PeQDs WLED and backlight. a) Optical images of PeQDs solution (CsPbX3 (X = Cl, Br, I)) and WASHPbased PeQDs ﬁlm under a 365 nm UV lamp, followed by self-healing and mechanical test including bending and twisting. b) PL spectra of WASHP-based
PeQDs ﬁlm immersed underwater with diﬀerent healing time. c) Variation of Pb leakage concentrations over time of our WASHP-based PeQDs ﬁlm in
the contaminated water measured by ICP-MS spectra. d) Luminance emission of bilayer WASHP-based PeQDs WLED (the inset picture displays the
conﬁguration of the prototype WLED device). e) EL spectrum of the WASHP-based PeQDs WLED (3 V, 6 mA), represented in the inset picture. f) CIE
color coordinates demonstrated pure white color rendering of our devices.

(Supporting Information). This indicates that the composite
strongly suppressed the Pb leakage, and that and room temperature healing was facilitated by the reduced diﬀusion of oxygen
and moisture in the polymeric matrix. Notably, our WASHP-QD
composite, emitting diﬀerent colors under irradiation with a UV
lamp (375 nm), retained not only its toughness and self-healing
behavior but also its bright luminescence under bending and
twisting in a mechanical test (Figure 5a). Its luminescence performance was the same even after the composite was dipped in
boiling water in a stretching test (Movie S2, Supporting Information). The hydrogen and imine bonds involved in the elasticity
and energy dissipation mechanism did not interact with perovskite nor were they sterically impeded (Figure S20, Supporting
Information), meaning that these selective interactions resulted
in a material that properly encapsulated the perovskite quantum
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dots without disrupting the self-healing mechanism, as presented in photographs of the self-healing process (Figure S21,
Supporting Information). For demonstration of the novel concept, a unique prototype of a WASHP-based PeQD white LED
device was assembled through the combination of a commercial
InGaN blue LED chip (𝜆max = 450 nm) and the WASHP-QD
composite (green and red in Figure 5d). The initial WLED device
had a low operating voltage of 3 V with a maximum luminance
of 5730 cd m−2 at 4 V; it retained its performance under a continuous operating voltage of 3 V and current of 6 mA over 12 h
(Figure 5d). Our WASHP-QD composite ensured the long-term
operating stability of the device with regard to the eﬀective
radiative recombination (𝜏 av = 5.05) and exciton binding energy
(≈85.91 meV), the values of which substantially surpassed those
of the pristine PeQDs (4.07 and ≈51.23 meV, respectively),
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corresponding to temperature-dependent PL (Figure S22, Supporting Information) and time-resolved PL (Figure S23 and
Table S4, Supporting Information).[52,59] Furthermore, white
light electroluminescence spectra and high-quality color rendering with CIE color coordinates (0.33, 0.33) highlights the
high eﬃcacy of our WASHP-QD composite (Figure 5e,f). Our
WASHP-QD composite has high potential for use in backlight
and color-converting ﬁlms for next-generation display devices.

Data Availability Statement
The data that support the ﬁndings of this study are available from the corresponding author upon reasonable request.
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3. Conclusion
In sum, we presented a novel universal room-temperature autonomous self-healing mechanism based on highly synergistically covalent weak Schiﬀ-base imine bonds with strong crosslinked H-bonds. The water-assisted reversible dissociation–
association of noncovalent bonds provides our PDMS-MPI-TFB
ﬁlm with excellent self-healing properties, including rapid selfhealing kinetic behavior, as well as high stretchability. Moreover, upon damage under mechanical stress, the pristine roomtemperature SHP has a short self-healing time (4 h) and high
stretchability (4250%), self-healing eﬃciency (90%), and toughness (26.8 MJ m−3 ). Notably, our WASHP had a self-healing time
of only 1 h as well as excellent overall performance, including a
tensile strain of 9050%, self-healing eﬃciency of 95%, and toughness of 144.2 MJ m−3 . On the basis of this promising material,
we developed an innovative approach for integrating a WASHPLETD and WASHP-QD white LED backlight application for use
in wearable electronics. The WASHP-LETD can adhere to any
rough surface and has controlled luminance emission owing
to its outstanding ability to withstand mechanical deformation.
Our WASHP-QD composite eﬀectively suppresses Pb leakage
(0.1 ppm), resulting in high long-term stability, including in boiling water over a one-year period. As a proof of concept, a unique
prototype of a WASHP-QD white LED backlight was fabricated
through the integration of a blue LED chip and the WASHP-QD
composite. Our multifunctional WASHP has extensive potential
applications in wearable electronic devices and ﬂexible displays.

4. Experimental Section
Full experimental details are provided in the Supporting Information.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from
the author.
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